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Abstract
This paper discusses the design of Dorpp, an or-parallel Prolog system for distributed mem-
ory architectures. The problem of sharing the environment across a set of nodes that do not
physically share memory is addressed in a novel manner by designing a Virtual Shared Mem-
ory (VSM) scheme to specifically meet the requirements of or-parallelism. The aim is to avoid
the overheads of a general VSM scheme that would provide a stricter level of memory coher-
ence than is actually required. The paper identifies the requirements for memory coherence in
or-parallel Prolog, and describes how they can be met cheaply. Simulation results are present-
ed and analyzed in order to highlight key aspects of the system’s run-time behavior. Ó 2000
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Whilst there has been much work over the last 10 years on the parallel implemen-
tation of logic programming, the vast majority of this work has focused on shared
memory multiprocessor systems in which a set of CPUs share memory over a com-
mon bus. This work has produced very good results [1,3,12,13,21], but there are
some limitations of scalability inherent in the parallel architecture being used.
In this paper we focus on the exploitation of the other major types of parallel ar-
chitectures – distributed memory systems (which are sometimes known as Massively
Parallel Processors – MPPs) in which a set of Processing Elements (PEs) consisting
of both CPU(s) and local memory are interconnected by a high speed network. This
architecture is important because it is extremely scalable. When a node is added to
the system a full set of extra computational resources (both CPU(s) and memory)
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are added. Therefore, provided that the network interconnecting the nodes is scal-
able, systems with large number of nodes can be constructed. This contrasts with
shared memory multiprocessors in which the memory bus bandwidth is fixed, and
so as extra CPUs are added, the bandwidth available to each CPU decreases.
Whilst distributed memory systems have greater scalability, they have the disad-
vantage of a lack of uniformity of memory access. Typically, each parallel node has
its own local memory which cannot be directly accessed by other nodes. Therefore,
in most of these systems the only way for nodes to communicate is by passing mes-
sages. This severely complicates the task of parallelizing logic programming systems
because of its reliance on access to a global environment holding the values of
variables.
This problem obviously aects a range of applications other than just or-parallel
Prolog, and one general approach to overcoming it is to add to the system a layer of
software which provides applications with the illusion of a shared virtual memory
space. Over the last 10 years there has been much work on providing such Virtual
Shared Memory (VSM) systems [11,14]. Typically, these provide a mechanism
whereby an application can share a region of virtual memory across a set of nodes.
A node can then access remote virtual addresses, as the underlying VSM software
will locate the node holding the address, copy it to the requesting node (using the
underlying message passing mechanisms of the parallel architecture) and install it
in a cache on that node so as to exploit any temporal locality. Usually it is a region
of memory (e.g. a page), rather than just a single location that is copied and cached
so that any spatial locality in the program can also be exploited. The caching of
memory locations raises the issue of maintaining coherence between multiply cached
copies of data, and so mechanisms are required to provide a memory coherence
model that is sucient to meet application requirements.
Most distributed memory machines provide no hardware support for VSM, and
so it must be implemented entirely in software. Consequently, it can impose a signi-
ficant overhead on the performance of a parallel application. In this paper we des-
cribe an alternative approach taken by the Dorpp system. The requirements for
coherence in or-parallel Prolog were analyzed, and it was discovered that it is possi-
ble to produce a correct implementation without incurring the run-time overhead of
a full coherence scheme. Instead we identified a much cheaper scheme which was suf-
ficient to ensure correct behavior.
The eciency of any model, including Dorpp, can only be judged by investigating
its performance when executing parallel programs. Therefore a key aspect of our
work has been the use of a detailed simulator of one distributed memory parallel ma-
chine – the EDS system – to perform detailed analyses of the behavior of the logic
programming system described in the paper. The European Declarative System
(EDS) parallel machine [20] was designed and built by a consortium of companies
and Universities working on the EU ESPRIT funded EDS project. It has a largely
conventional distributed memory parallel architecture, although the operating sys-
tem and hardware provide basic support for copying pages between nodes when a
remote address is accessed as is now described. An area of virtual address space
can be shared across a set of nodes. The area is logically partitioned up among
the nodes such that each node has its own portion of the Virtual Address (VA) space
which it ‘‘owns’’ and is allowed to read and write. A node may also read a part of the
VA space which it does not own. When this occurs, the requested part of the VA
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space is copied from the owning PE and placed in a local cache so that future acces-
ses to it will not need a further remote access (of course, at some stage the cache may
become full and pages will have to be rejected – when this occurs it may be necessary
to re-fetch the data). The virtual address space is divided first into 4 KB pages, and
then further into 128 Byte sectors. The latency for a remote page copy is 410 ls. In
order to optimize performance, two techniques are used. Firstly, a thread waiting for
remote copy is suspended and another thread run. Secondly, the EDS machine hard-
ware provides support for sector copying. When the first access is made to a remote
page, rather than copy the whole 4 KB page, only a 128 Byte sector containing the
required data is copied. This reduces the latency from 410 to 37 ls. On future acces-
ses to the cached page, the hardware checks to see if the required data are in a sector
which has been copied. If not, then the required sector is copied and cached. The ad-
vantage of this scheme is that it keeps the granularity of page table and page alloca-
tion at the 4 KB page level so that it is infrequent and ecient, whilst allowing 128
Byte sector copying to reduce the latency of remote accesses. Cache coherence is not
provided by the system, and so this is the responsibility of the application: in this
case Dorpp.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
two of the main or-parallel computational models, highlighting their reliance on
shared memory. An overview of the design of the Dorpp or-parallel system is pre-
sented in Section 3, while Section 4 focuses on cache coherence issues. Two points
where memory coherency can be compromised are identified and specific solutions
to them described. Section 5 uses the EDS simulator to analyze the performance
of the system by investigating those parameters that are most important for distrib-
uted memory architectures. Finally, we draw conclusions from our work.
2. Supporting or-parallelism
In conventional serial Prolog, alternative solutions to the same goal are found one
at a time through backtracking. Backtracking restores the computation to an earlier
state, including resetting some variables to unbound, before the computation pro-
ceeds to try an alternative solution to the goal. Or-parallel Prolog is dierent – sep-
arate branches of the search tree are explored in parallel and a variable may be
bound to dierent values in the dierent branches. Variable representation is there-
fore a key issue to address in order to implement or-parallelism. Various models
have been proposed, but Binding Arrays and Environment Copying are unarguably
the most successful ones (refer to [10] for a full discussion of the various models
available), and are discussed next.
Binding Arrays were first proposed for the SRI model [19] which uses an array
data-structure to record all bindings made to shared variables. In this model, when
a new variable is created, it is given a variable number uniquely identifying its entry
in the binding array. The numbering of variables in the binding array is maintained
by a counter that is incremented as every new variable is created. This counter is
saved at every parallel choice-point so that whenever a processor attempts to execute
an alternative branch it can get a copy of the counter and continue its own number-
ing of the variables it creates. A variable binding is said to be conditional if its vari-
able number is smaller than the counter stored in the current choice-point.
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Conditional bindings are stored in the binding array and in a global binding tree.
This binding tree (corresponding to the trail in the WAM) is used to de-install bind-
ings from the binding array during backtracking and to install new ones when there
is a task switch.
The main advantages of this model are that the bindings of all variables are acces-
sible in constant-time, and it is relatively simple to extend the sequential WAM to
incorporate it. Aurora [12] was the first and most successful or-parallel shared mem-
ory system based on SRI. The WAM stacks are shared by all workers and are gen-
eralized to cactus stacks mirroring the shape of the computation tree. Accesses to the
shared parts of these stacks are mostly read-only. Bindings to shared variables take
place locally through binding arrays private to each worker. High locality of refer-
ence can be expected as most of the variable accesses occur within the current frame,
which is held in local memory [18]. The model, however, incurs high costs when task
switching as it is necessary to de-install and reinstall bindings in the binding array.
The Aurora system requires that all PEs have access to the shared environment.
Therefore further design is necessary to map it onto a distributed memory architec-
ture that does not support shared memory.
Environment Copying has been proposed and used for Muse [1]. In this model the
workers do not share the environment state, that is, the WAM stacks. Instead, each
worker maintains a separate environment, almost as in sequential Prolog, in which
the bindings it makes are independently recorded, hence solving the multiple bind-
ings problem. When a worker becomes idle as it has no work, it searches for a busy
worker and copies its environment up to an or-node with an untried alternative
branch that can be explored in parallel. One disadvantage of this method is the large
amount of copying it may involve. Muse does however significantly reduce the copy-
ing overheads by using an incremental environment copying mechanism. Neverthe-
less, in order to eciently schedule the parallel work [2], Muse requires shared
memory to make information about available work equally accessible to all workers.
It is through shared memory that workers synchronize to avoid them re-visiting
branches that have already been searched. Muse uses a bottom-most dispatching
strategy which has been found to induce coarser granularity. However, for a distrib-
uted memory architecture, a bottom-most strategy might incur significant communi-
cation overheads just to guarantee that dierent workers do not explore the same
branches of shared nodes, and to balance the work-load among the workers.
3. The Dorpp computational model
The main aim of the Dorpp computation model is to relax total memory coher-
ency in order to reduce communications overheads. This is achieved by supporting
only the level of coherence required by or-parallel Prolog, rather than more general
coherency.
3.1. Mapping the data areas
Dorpp uses a logically distributed shared memory model in which each worker
has read-only access to a shared virtual address space. Binding arrays (as proposed
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in the SRI model [19]) were adopted as the basis for its binding model given they are
a naturally distributed structure and induce high locality of Ref. [18].
In Dorpp, a set of workers, one per PE, executes a Prolog program by traversing
an or-search tree. When a worker starts a new task, that is when it starts executing an
alternative branch of an or-node of the computation tree, it inherits an environment
(sharing it) from the parent worker. This shared environment corresponds to parts of
stacks owned by other workers and has the property of being read-only. If a worker
needs to modify the shared environment, for example to bind a shared variable it
does so through its local binding array. Therefore, each worker always writes only
to its local store and grows its own stacks.
Regarding the key areas for Prolog execution, the WAM’s stacks (local, global
and trail stacks) are physically distributed among the memories of the PE’s, although
their logical structure is implicitly preserved. The local and global stacks may how-
ever be partly shared for read-only accesses. Having these stacks shared allows work-
ers to dereference a remote variable naturally even though some memory accesses in
this operation may be remote. The local stack includes both environments and
choice-points, which is an advantage given the remote copying mechanism used as
less fragmentation on the stack can be expected and this should result in better
locality.
The view of the environment resembles other shared environments schemes, such
as the one adopted by Aurora, however some major dierences exist. In Dorpp:
• Workers never directly access external choice-points. In fact, a worker only acces-
ses the (remote) shared environment whenever it has to dereference a non-local
shared variable. In Dorpp, only the first access to that variable incurs the cost
of the remote copying of data. Thereafter, the variable is cached locally, and in
the process other potentially shared variables residing in the same memory sector
will also have been localized, reducing even further the number of non-local acces-
ses.
• Workers do not backtrack into the shared environment, unless they are the ‘‘own-
ers’’ of that region, that is if the region is held in the local store. This rule is en-
forced because accesses to the shared parts of the stacks automatically activate
the sector copying mechanism (each remote sector being touched would be copied)
and so allowing backtracking into remote regions would increase communication
overheads.
• Workers do not directly access the scheduling data structures of other workers
and therefore sharing operations do not imply direct access to the shared environ-
ment. This operation is always realized with the cooperation of a scheduling-
thread at the worker that is giving work.
These restrictions are adopted to reduce to a minimum the situations which re-
quire the intervention of the remote sector copying mechanism and therefore reduce
communication overheads and the requirements for memory coherence.
3.2. Basic execution model
In Dorpp, parallel execution of a program starts with the creation of a root-node,
the global-root, for the computation tree by the worker (root-worker) that starts ex-
ecuting the initial query. All other workers are initially idle, that is looking for their
first work assignment. Potential parallel work is created by a worker whenever it
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executes a predicate that matches several execution alternatives, that is when it cre-
ates a parallel choice-point (or node) in its local stack. At node creation each worker
takes the left-most alternative and adds a pointer to it to the back of a local work-
queue. When a sucient reserve of work in the work-queue is reached, then the
worker publicizes its work-load, by sending messages to the other workers. A node
is created as private and it becomes shared when a remote worker starts working on
one of its branches. Nodes with untried alternatives are named live-nodes, and those
with no untried alternatives dead-nodes.
As soon as an idle worker finds that there is work in the system it requests work
directly from a busy worker. Work requests coming from remote workers are satis-
fied, wherever possible, by taking the next alternative from the node at the front of
the work-queue. In contrast, the local worker consumes work from the back of the
queue whenever it needs to get more local work. This is a dispatching on the topmost
[7] strategy, even though it is restricted to the subtree of the local worker. The fact
that each worker executes, where possible, its own locally produced work contributes
to achieving better locality.
As remote workers do not directly access the work-queues of other workers there
is no memory coherence problem. In Dorpp, a work-request directed by a worker w1
to another worker w2 is accomplished by spawning a scheduling-thread to execute
the work-search locally at the PE where w2 is being run. This thread is run in the
same process environment as that of worker w2, however with higher priority. It pre-
empts the thread running the engine of worker w2, has access to w2’s control data-
structures, such as its work-queue, and can therefore execute the work-search local
to w2. When the work-search terminates, the thread returns a pointer to a task data-
structure to worker w1. This may contain the description of a new task, if one was
successfully found, or alternatively an indication that no work is available. This data
structure is automatically copied from w2 when first accessed by w1. It includes some
control information, such as the amount of work available at w2, and a flag to indi-
cate whether the invalidation-mechanism at w1 has to be activated (see Section 4.2).
When a worker receives a new task it first installs it locally, creates a local-root
node that is an image of the remote node from which the task originates and starts
executing it. The local-root is then used to detect task termination during deep-back-
tracking without the need to access the remote node. When a task terminates, that is
the current subtree has been fully explored, the worker will repeatedly try to find a
task until it succeeds or until it receives a termination message.
Termination is ensured by detecting that the root-worker has backtracked to the
global-root, corresponding to the collapse of the computation tree after it has been
fully explored. At this point, that worker sends a termination message to all other
workers in the system so that they can terminate cleanly.
3.3. Scheduler data structures
Dorpp associates with each worker special data structures to assist the scheduler
and the engine to control execution and realize a scheduling strategy. The main data
structures are:
Work-queue: Includes pointers to all parallel choice-points in the worker’s local
stack with untried alternatives. Each worker adds and consumes tasks from the back
of the queue whilst servicing remote work-requests from the front. A throttling
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scheme is used in which two threshold values, a lower threshold and an upper thresh-
old, are associated to each work-queue. Initially the workers build up a reserve of
local work until the upper threshold is reached. At this point the worker informs
the other workers that its work-load is high. This allows idle workers to request work
from its work-queue. When the amount of work in the work-queue falls to the lower
threshold, the worker informs the other workers that its work-load is low hence stop-
ping them from requesting work.
Active-workers-array: Each entry i records the nodes of the local subtree below
which worker wi is active. This list is used to stop a worker from backtracking past
a node with child workers working below it. Whenever a worker gives a task to a
remote worker it adds a record to the list. When the remote worker completes the
task, it returns to the parent to ask for more work and also asks the parent to update
its record in the active-workers-list. Here we could use a bit-map field within each
node, as in Aurora, however the active-workers-array, besides using less memory,
scales better if the number of workers exceeds the machine-word size.
Work-load-bitmap: Stores information about which other workers have shareable
work in their work-queues. If bit i is set then worker wi has a high work-load and
may be targeted for a work-request. It is used by a worker to avoid the obvious in-
eciencies of a blind work search. This bitmap is updated whenever remote workers
communicate changes in their work-load.
Invalidation-list: Records for each worker, the regions of memory that it is about
to reuse and therefore require activation of sector invalidations (see Section 4.2).
3.4. Scheduling
Dorpp’s scheduling aims to maximize the locality of parallel computation. During
backtracking, each worker uses its scheduling data structures to make independent
and localized decisions related to work-sharing without incurring extra inter-proces-
sor communications. The work-search strategy followed by a worker in the schedul-
ing state is determined within the backtracking algorithm. When backtracking to a
node it is confronted with two possibilities:
The worker is backtracking to a non-root-node. If the node is a sequential node
then the worker proceeds as in the serial WAM execution. If, however, the worker
backtracks to a node with no parallel work left, but still with child workers below
it, then the worker has either to busy-wait for the child workers to terminate or to
suspend the current task and request a new temporary task, preferably from one
of the child workers, to maximise the reuse of environment. Dorpp adopts the latter
option and if the worker succeeds in receiving a new task, it first creates a temporary-
root, suspends the current task and starts executing the new one. If, however, it fails
to receive work from any child, then any other worker with shareable work will be
targeted.
Note that a suspended task corresponds to an uncompleted backtracking opera-
tion that can only be realized by the worker that initially created the node. The rea-
son for this is simple – this worker is the owner of the store and therefore can
reactivate the task with no need for communication.
The worker is backtracking to a root-node. If the node is a global-root node,
in which case the worker is the root-worker, then the computation is terminated
and all other workers will exit. Otherwise, the node is either a local-root or a
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temporary-root, and in either case it indicates that the current task is completed and
therefore no more work can be found locally. The worker then directs a new work
request to the parent worker from which it got the just exhausted task. If it fails
to receive work from the parent, then any other worker known to have shareable
work will be targeted, unless the root-node was a temporary-root in which case a
previously suspended task will be reactivated.
The scheduling strategy was designed so that a worker tries to get a new task from
the same worker (the parent) that gave it the just terminated task. This has two ad-
vantages: firstly, it helps to reduce task creation/switching costs, since it may well be
the case that the new task is found o the same node as the previous task, in which
case no conditional bindings need to be copied/installed. Secondly, there will be a
maximum overlapping environment between the previous task and the new task,
which helps to increase locality of reference.
4. Achieving cache coherency
The caching of remote data contributes to achieving high locality of reference in
Dorpp’s binding scheme. There is, however, one major problem arising from the
caching of remote data and that is memory coherency. Since general coherence mech-
anisms introduce extra complexity and run time overhead into a parallel system,
Dorpp has a specialized scheme designed specifically for or-parallel Prolog. We dis-
covered that by adopting the distributed scheduling scheme described in Section 3
there were only two cases where coherency problems could occur, and designed a
specific solution to each one. These two cases are now discussed in detail.
4.1. First coherency issue
Fig. 1 illustrates the first memory coherency issue. Consider a sector, s1, contain-
ing a choice point, cp1, and part of the environment before the choice point. It might
well happen that a remote worker, w2, accesses a location within s1, while a local
worker, w1, is still growing its local stack within the same sector (Fig. 1(a)). If at a
later stage, w2, now working on a dierent task corresponding to a branch of cp2,
accesses a location within the same sector, but after choice point cp1, and the sector
s1 is found in w2’s cache then the value read from the cache can be inconsistent with
that of the master copy in w1’s memory (Fig. 1(b)).
A possible solution would be to impose on remote workers a delayed read-access
to sectors that contain choice points and are still being write-accessed by the local
worker. This is not, however, an easy solution to implement. Instead, a simpler so-
lution was adopted. It consists of adjusting the top-of-local-stack pointer to point to
the beginning of the next sector whenever a choice point is created in the local stack.
This ensures that the sector containing the choice-point will not be write-accessed
any further and therefore it can safely be remotely copied.
This measure by itself is not sucient to avoid all memory coherency problems
due to sharing parts of the environment. There is still a requirement for a scheduling
strategy that makes it impossible for sectors from a shared path between two work-
ers, that have been remotely copied, to be modified by the worker physically owning
the sector. In Dorpp this is ensured by the scheduling mechanism, as a worker always
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receives work from the topmost node in another worker’s sub-tree that still has some
alternatives left. Furthermore, scheduling prevents a worker from backtracking past
a node below which there are still active workers, hence preserving the integrity of
the environment being shared with those workers.
4.2. Second coherency issue
There is another situation which could lead to a memory coherency problem. It
occurs whenever a worker is backtracking through a previously shared address space
and reaches a node with no alternatives left but still with active workers below it. In
this situation, the worker suspends its current task, switches to a new task and starts
re-using the same previously shared space. Now, suppose that a location in a sector
within the shared space had already been accessed, and therefore cached, by a remote
worker. If this worker, now working on a dierent task, tries to access a location
within the same sector, the sector is found in its cache and, therefore, it is accessed
locally. However, since the sector has been re-written by its owner, it is now out of
date.
Fig. 2 illustrates the problem. Suppose that worker w2 is working on a branch of
choice point cp2 and accesses a remote location within sector s2. The sector s2 is
copied by the remote sector copy mechanism into the cache of w2 (Fig. 2(a)). Con-
sider what happens if w2 completes its current task and if w1 backtracks up to cp1.
Since cp1 is a dead-node, still with active workers below, w1 suspends its current task
and switches to a new one corresponding to a branch of cp3 from worker w3. When
computing the new task, w1 starts re-using the address space below cp1 that was pre-
viously shared by w1 and w2. If at a later stage, w2, now working on a dierent task
from w1 (node cp4), tries to access a location within the same sector s2, the sector is
found in its cache and therefore the value accessed can be inconsistent with the mas-
ter copy in the memory of w1.
Fig. 1. First memory coherency issue: (a) a sector s1 is copied into the cache of worker w2 when a location
in it is first accessed by w2; (b) worker w2 later accesses a location within s1. The access is satisfied by the
cache, but the cached value is now out of date.
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Dorpp solves this problem by invalidating all remote copies of sectors corre-
sponding to previously shared space that is about to be reused. Each worker uses
an invalidation list to record, for each remote worker, the regions of memory (pre-
viously shared environment) that it is about to reuse. Hence, on receiving a new task
a worker is also informed whether it must trigger the invalidation mechanism (in
which case it receives two addresses defining the invalid region) before starting to ex-
ecute it.
The scheme is performed locally and does not introduce major communication
overheads as it is confined to invalidating just one, previously shared, chunk of a
workers’ sub-tree. Also, the information telling the worker whether invalidation is
necessary or not, and the invalidation region, comes within the message for the
new task. Finally, in order for invalidation to be necessary, a worker must twice ob-
tain tasks from the same other worker which, in the intervening period, had reused
the memory allocated for stacks.
5. Performance analysis
We have directed our analysis of Dorpp’s performance to those aspects that are
most relevant for a distributed memory implementation, e.g. locality, the behavior
of the memory coherency scheme, and the impact of parallel overheads such as task
granularity and communications. This evaluation was achieved by running Dorpp
through an event-driven parallel simulator for the EDS machine [15].1 We used com-
mon benchmark programs for or-parallelism [2,13,17], and simulated up to 16 PEs
(the maximum that could be simulated in a reasonable time). To simplify the descrip-
Fig. 2. A memory coherency fault resulting from the re-use of memory space: (a) a sector is copied into the
cache of worker w2 as a result of a remote memory access; (b) worker w2 accesses a remote address within
the space being re-used. Since the sector containing that address has been cached earlier, the local value is
accessed but it may now be out of date.
1 The real machine was not available to the authors during their stay in Manchester.
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tion here we present results for a reduced number of benchmarks which illustrate the
dierent amounts of parallelism commonly found in logic programs. All benchmarks
find all the solutions for the problem being solved. A more extensive set of results is
presented in Ref. [16].
5.1. Speedups and locality of reference
In terms of speed, Dorpp gives eective speedups over execution on one PE. Re-
sults for a set of benchmark programs are shown in Table 1. For programs that ex-
hibit rather large search spaces, such as Cubes and Queens, and therefore are
amenable to the execution of coarse-grained tasks, the speedups are good and com-
parable to results reported for other systems. The performance degrades significantly
for benchmarks with less parallelism and fine-grain tasks, such as Atlas and Chat,
for which the communication overheads become significant.
Regarding locality, Table 1 also provides a breakdown on the type of memory ref-
erences that were made during program execution with 16 workers. The column Lo-
cal gives the percentage of references to local memory. The column Miss represents
the percentage of remote references which resulted in a remote sector being copied.
The remaining references will be made to locally cached copies of remote sectors thus
referred to as Hit(s). Overall the results show that the system is very successful at
achieving a high locality of reference. One reason is that the Dorpp scheduler takes
advantage of the EDS machine remote sector copying mechanism. For example, it
ensures that workers search for new tasks that are closely related to their previous
tasks, therefore taking advantage of previous accesses to the shared environment
that will have been cached. Another important reason is that the data structures used
by the programs (e.g. lists) are sequentially built on one of the stacks by just one
worker. This makes the layout of the data structure optimal, in terms of sectors.
Moreover, whenever any remote worker needs to access the data structure it just
has to copy the data once and then re-uses them extensively.
Similar results for locality have recently been confirmed by Santos Costa et al. [9]
through extensive simulation analysis of Andorra-I performance.
5.2. Invalidation overheads
As described in Section 4, the caching of remote pages required the careful design
of a coherence scheme in order to avoid cache coherence problems. The solution de-
vised is a stepwise invalidation scheme, focusing on small regions at a time, that is
Table 1
Speedups and locality of reference
Programs Speedup Locality (%)
4 8 16 Local Hit Miss
Cubes5 3.97 7.67 14.09 84.2 15.6 0.1
Cubes4 3.89 7.07 11.84 84.2 15.6 0.2
Queens8 3.90 7.40 11.48 82.8 17.0 0.2
Atlas 3.46 6.03 8.21 74.9 24.7 0.4
Chat 2.70 3.96 3.89 76.9 21.8 1.3
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triggered only when strictly necessary. The overheads of this scheme were measured
during the execution of the benchmark programs with 16 workers. The overheads
found were low, less than 1% of the simulated time for all programs, and less than
0.5% for programs with higher levels of parallelism and with larger granularity.
Therefore, as far as we can tell from the range of benchmark programs used, the
scheme appears to be ecient, justifying our decision to directly solve the or-parallel
coherence issues.
5.3. Parallel overheads
On a distributed memory system some parameters decisively influence the ecien-
cy of the parallel execution of applications. Among these are the granularity of tasks
– which should be high enough to compensate for the overhead of executing tasks
remotely – and the number of network messages – which should be kept as low as
possible to reduce related execution overheads. Table 2 summarizes data for those
parameters for three benchmark programs with dierent worker configurations.
These results show that the decrease in the granularity of tasks, as measured by
either the Calls (per Task) or Simul. Instr. (per Task) columns, is correlated
with the increase in the overheads due to communication. The explanation is that
workers run out of work more frequently and therefore not only have to search
for work more often but also have to broadcast more work-load messages. The ea-
gerness of workers in broadcasting work-load messages resulted in a very high num-
ber of messages. We also found that in order for programs to achieve good speedups
their average granularity should be greater than 1000 machine instructions.
As described in Section 3, to control the rate of work-load propagation Dorpp us-
es a throttling scheme in which two threshold parameters were associated with the
work-queues of the workers. The results shown in Tables 1 and 2 used the values
0 and 1 for low- and upper-thresholds, respectively. Experiments with distinct values
for the upper-threshold and counting branches instead of choice-points to measure
the amount of local work available, showed significant performance improvements
for benchmarks with large amounts of parallelism but low granularity. For example,
with a value of 5 for the upper-threshold, the granularity of tasks in Chat increased
Table 2
Parallel overheads
Programs Granularity of tasks Messages
Calls Simul. Instr. Msgs/PE/s
Queens8 w  4 1225.0 71 221 303
w  8 458.0 18 226 1042
w  16 103.7 2690 4915
Atlas w  4 19.3 4643 2613
w  8 14.5 2338 4504
w  16 8.4 1207 6858
Chat w  4 46.6 1159 6088
w  8 36.7 537 10 227
w  16 19.7 357 13 266
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almost four times whilst at the same time the network messages were almost halved,
and its speedup doubled [16].
6. Conclusions and related work
The paper has described the design of Dorpp, an or-parallel Prolog system for dis-
tributed memory architectures. It identified the fact that there are only two cases re-
lated to maintaining coherence when the shared environment is copied and cached
by multiple nodes in a distributed memory machine. Instead of adopting a gener-
al-purpose distributed shared memory scheme that would have provided stricter co-
herence than is required, specific solutions to these two cases were identified and
incorporated into the or-parallel model.
Results from the analysis of the simulated behavior of Dorpp presented here,
along with more detailed analyses presented elsewhere [16], show that it is ecient,
and that this is in part due to the fact that the dedicated coherency scheme does not
impose a significant performance overhead. The results also show that the Dorpp
scheduler and caching schemes are eective at achieving high locality of reference
and so reducing communication overheads.
Distributed implementations of or-parallelism are scarce. Relevant examples are
the Opera system [6] and the system of Benjumea and Troya [5], both developed
on Transputer hardware and relying on a stack-copying mechanism. More recently,
new models for the exploitation of both and- and or-parallelism in distributed mem-
ory architectures have been proposed [4,8]. DAOS [8] has been partly fostered by
Dorpp work described in this paper.
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